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moving forward with Vertex
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Based in Shropshire, England, Elements Europe is part of the Pickstock Group.
VERTEX GLOBAL VISION

| UK

Elements Europe provides off-site modular solutions to the construction
sector including room modules, bathroom pods, kitchen pods and
structural bathroom and kitchen pods, as well as Light Weight Steel Frame.

Working together is
the key element of success
Manufactured in the company’s facility, the
assembled panels then make their way onto
the construction site for installation. One of
the advantages of off-site construction is the
substantially reduced construction programme.
Formed in 2005 as a response to the British
Government’s agenda to promote Modern Methods
of Construction improving construction efficiency
and affordability, Elements Europe has in only
half a decade established itself as a market leader.
It is Elements Europe’s wide product range that
sets it apart from the competition. The company
has worked within the hotel, residential, care, and
student accommodation sectors, and prides itself in
meeting the varying expectations with a range of
off-site construction solutions like the Roompod
or Strucpod.
Vertex partners
to improve custom-made system
Vertex have been a close partner to Elements
Europe since March 2007. The initial idea was to
work with Vertex to improve Element Europe’s
existing, custom-made system for the company’s
ever increasing needs.
The investment in efficient design has led to
results: “Vertex play a big part in our process, and
we are always looking to improve productivity.
Working very closely with Vertex, we are achieving
this,” says Graham Haycox, Design Project Leader
at Elements Europe. “One example was the project
recently completed in Fieldgate Street, London.
This was a joint effort to produce structural LSF by
Vertex and structural pods provided by us.”
Elements Europe is known for its delivery
speed and flexibility, but the company wants to
look beyond the current status quo. According to
Graham Haycox, a key factor to the company’s
success is cooperation. “Working together is the
only way to improve and make beneficial gains to
both parties,” says Haycox. n
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The initial idea was to work
with Vertex to improve
Element Europe’s existing,
custom-made system for the
company’s ever increasing needs.

The project
located
Fieldgate Street,
London.

Elements Europe in brief
• Established in 2005 as a response to the national need for more efficient and affordable construction systems.
• The prototype scheme for the Roompod system was the Premier Inn in Oswestry, England. The 59-bedroom hotel,
including the roof, was installed in only 8 days, underlining the speed and efficiency of the system.
• Elements Europe’s clients have included Whitbread PLC, Travelodge, Mace, Kier,
European Care, Leadbitter, BAM, Galiford Try, and many more.
• Read more about Elements Europe at www.elements-europe.com
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BD18 –

smoothness and visuality for
professional building design
The quality demands of the building
industry and the need for even
more energy efficient end-products,
challenge the flexibility and
smoothness of a design software.
Vertex BD design software has in its
latest edition improved usability,
easier visually assisted design and
more versatile usage of a design
database.
Product Manager Jukka Haho says, that Vertex
BD 18 continues the systematic development
work, which aims to make the design software
manageable, transparent and flexible to accommodate the needs of different users. The new
version includes dozens of revisions. “We listen
carefully to users wishes. Even a small improvement can for a daily user mean substantial time
and effort saving,” Haho points out.

Accurate
data
for energy
calculation
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The spreading of ecological thinking and increasing demands to
save energy both in building process and in existing buildings,
require a lot from the construction design process. In many countries, like in Finland, the designed buildings need to have very
detailed energy calculations. Vertex BD design software produces
easily accessible and transferable data for energy calculations.
“The information required for energy calculations is spread
out in the design documents from where it is difficult to gather.
Vertex BD is able to produce an initial data base based on an intelligent house design model,
which can then be used in the calculations”, explains Jukka Haho.
Several house factories in Finland are already using the energy calculation tool. According
to Jukka Haho, Vertex is intensively following the continuously tightening regulations
regarding energy calculations. The software is being constantly updated so that it maintains
its usability. Energy calculation tool will be fitted as a part of the BD software based on
different needs on different market areas.

Thanks to the customers’ wishes, the latest
version of the Vertex BD enables a more efficient
3D modeling of corner windows and frames.
“It is a phase, which used to require a lot of
manual work and it can now be now finalized
much faster. The frames are automatically
stretched to the corner and they are updated
simultaneously with any remodification made
in the design. The corners even have several
possible appearances,” explains Product
Manager Jukka Haho.

Easier modification of height levels
and windows
In BD’s 18th version, the usability has been improved
with, among other things, a new user interface developed for height level modification and definition. “The
parameterization of a building model has been under
intense development work for many years. As a result,
we now have a visual and manageable user interface,
which will improve efficiency and save time, when
modifying heights of the bulding, such as floor heights,
window hights and so on,” describes Jukka Haho.
Furthermore, BD’s window world has improved significantly during the past year. For instance, window
library and complementing components have been
renewed in order to simplify the redefinitions and
documentation. “Most important feature regarding
window and door design is the new accessories tool,
which can be used for opening properties and
adding additional components, such as grilles,”
explains Jukka Haho.
Intelligent handling of wall panels
Handling of wall panels has been developed intensively
in the latest edition and it is now in accordance with
horizontal structures. In other words, panels can be
modified and re-adjusted with the same tools. The tools
for profiles and panels are now consistent with other
components. Previously you had a separate 2D image
for wall panels, now wall paneling can be designed in
3D.
One of the most important new features is that
the joints between horizontal and vertical panels are
created automatically. This especially benefits those
who work with wooden panels. Automatically created
joints make design-updates easier and more flexible.

The connecting parts are updated and stretched as the
panels are repositioned.
“Another good example of the new features is that the
connecting parts can be shown in the panel drawing,
which makes it easier to rework the panels. External
parts can be shown in the panel drawings. For instance,
openings and studs need to be marked also in the panel.
This helps to prevent mistakes relating to missing
support structures,” explains Haho.
In the new version of the 3D wall panel tool, it is
possible to show openings for windows and doors in
panel drawing. A new tool shows automatically vertical
and horizontal measurements of the openings. The
user is able to change viewing settings layer by layer
and choose which components to look at. The user or
administrator can modify the panel design according
to their own needs. The new tool, which enables the
definition of geometrical lines, is very useful for this
purpose. The adjustments are made in the template
sheet.
Updated Vertex BD 18 also includes basic NC support
for assembly lines and machinery.
Design data for wider use
In addition to actual design features, BD’s data management has also been improved. Vertex DesignStream product data management is already being used by many
Finnish customers because of its versatile applications.
One of the most important and widely used features
in Vertex DesignStream is a design document archive
accommodating the needs of decentralized design work.
It is an efficient way to keep all design data up-to-date
and is available for everyone who is involved in the
process. n
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Vertex BD
brings more power
to steel construction
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With Vertex BD you are able to efficiently generate all framing plans, drawings, materials,
panel manufacturing information and cutting
Vertex BD is a versatile software platform for companies operating
lists for the design, construction and manufacin the construction industry. Vertex BD is mostly used by component
turing of residential, commercial and industrial
buildings using light gauge steel framing.
manufacturers and panelizers to automate the process of generating
Vertex BD is based on BIM (Building
Information Model) which is your single
wall and floor panel fabrication drawings, structural layouts, cut lists
source for everything in your design and
and other material reports.
construction process. It includes all tools from
architectural and framing design to production
information.
Vertex BD includes typical profile libraries. Libraries are parametric and they are
easy to adapt. It is also possible to add any new profile shapes to library when needed.
One of the main features is automated wall framing with panel drawings. Vertex BD can
be implemented to your current way to build and customized according to individual
requirements.
The framing is based on rules and edge details which are predefined and can
be adjusted according to specific roll forming machines and other manufacturing
requirements. All the information required for the production process including
framing drawings, schedules and cut lists are automatically generated. The result

can be modified and checked either in 2D or 3D. Additional
tolerances can be predefined by the user and included in
the models.
Vertex BD is compatible with other systems and drawing
formats, such as AutoCad, IFC, XML and 3DS.
Comprehensive toolkit
Vertex BD generates all framing information for walls, floors
and roofs for steel framed buildings. Structural steel beams
and posts with connections details as well as cast-in plates
and other fixings can be added in the same detailing with CFS.
Complete detailing with one application gives a possibility to
check clashes between structures during the design process
reducing issues in production and on site.
For the designers Vertex BD offers a toolkit which includes
floor joists with span tables and clever and smooth wall
framing tools. Automated roof trusses with engineering are
set according to AS/NZS and Eurocode standards. These will
be available for the UK market later on. With Vertex BD it
is possible to generate both roof truss and rafter layouts.
Roof framing layouts work similarly to floor framing as layouts and schedules are automatically generated. They can be
easily modified and all components are labelled. Piping tools
allow HVAC and plumbing to be integrated into design.
The 3D model allows you to verify and adjust the roof
framing components to be compatible with the other parts
of the building – a good example of the quality capabilities
Vertex BD provides. Vertex software is a 2D/3D system
and has tools for complete 2D drawings and free shape

3D models. Powerful 3D reduces design issues that occur during the
process and helps to save time and money in production and on site.
According to customer feedback, Vertex BD can reduce design time as
much as 60 percent.
Connections to production
One of the main advantages with Vertex BD is that its flexibility with
production machine interfaces gives a free choice to select any machine
or even machines from several different manufactures.
Vertex BD can link to most CAD/CAM enabled manufacturing
machinery including rollformers (e.g. Macring, Howick, Studmeister)
and framing and sheeting stations (e.g. Weinmann ). It is compatible
with AMS Controls quality control systems. Vertex BD also includes a
standard XML interface, which can be used to customize integration
with any production machine.
By using Vertex, designers and manufacturers are saving an enormous
amount of time during the design and manufacturing processes by
utilizing Vertex’ automated functions and reporting capabilities. Vertex
has the flexibility to be utilized for simple estimating purposes or for
the comprehensive design of large multi storey projects. Eleven-storey
projects have been successfully designed and manufactured using Vertex
software. For whichever purpose, Vertex can provide all the necessary
drawings, material reports and manufacturing information
that the client requires. n
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South Shore Iron Works Inc (SSIW) has been in the steel
construction industry for over 85 years. The company has
VERTEX GLOBAL VISION

|

USA

contributed to constructing the Chicagoland area during the past
decades and continues still today to be innovative and successful
in its specialty field: steel construction.

Innovation

is the key to success
“We have always understood the value of using design aids. We use
advanced software such as fabrication control, estimating, project
control and 3D modeling for both structural and light gauge wall
design,” explains Dean Foley, Drawing office manager for SSIW.
The company unveiled the Integrity Wall™ in 2009. Integrity
Wall™ is a revolutionary structural building innovation for midrise structures that shortens construction time and reduces
building costs compared to traditional methods. Integrity Wall™
light gauge wall system allows building up to 20 storeys. “This is
unique in the pre-fabricated light gauge wall systems,” explains
Dean Foley. Integrity Wall™ offers everyone involved in the
construction process several advantages, such as design flexibility,
cost-efficiency, logistic and safety solutions as well as LEED
credits.
South Shore Iron Works has managed to maintain its position
during the changing market conditions with its innovative and
cost effective design. The company is using Vertex design software
because it is able to address the needs of its innovative design.
Safe and efficient design process
“The use of Vertex BD software for our unique design has greatly
improved the speed and accuracy of our panel fabrication
drawings. The customized interface written for our fabrication

South Shore Iron
Works Inc in brief
- founded in 1924 and came to the Hartmann family
ownership in 1957. Fred Hartmann became the
president of the company in 1989.
- based now in Roseland neighborhood, Chicago,
Illinois.
- delivers Integrity Wall™ systems to hotels,
multi-floor residencies, mixed retail and
residence buildings and retirement communities
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control software allows us to import material lists directly into
our fabrication control software for estimating and ordering
material,” explains Dean Foley.
Vertex BD maximizes productivity and accuracy by
generating architectural and structural drawing sets,
fabrication drawings, material reports, manufacturing data
and marketing materials, all from one source.

Flexibility and efficient support
“The speed and accuracy of the panel shop drawings allows us at
SSIW to meet tight construction schedules and to minimize and
eliminate any costly erection errors,” Dean Foley points out. The
main advantage with Vertex solution is flexibility and customization.
“I have as yet not requested any customizing that the developers
could not supply. The staff at Argos Systems is very knowledgeable

and go out of their way to be helpful,” Foley sums up.
Argos Systems provides software sales and support in the
US market for its parent company, Vertex Systems.
Customization is one of the most important features in
Vertex BD. The software is not restricted to specific material
manufacturers. It is an open system that can utilize any
manufacturer’s products. Custom and proprietary material
shapes may also be added into the system. It is also one of the
few framing software packages that allow designers to modify
framing after it has already been generated. This feature enables
a designer to create just about any framing configuration.
Environmentally friendly process
Integrity Wall™ is an energy efficient and low waste product.
It helps to gather LEED credits by using a high percentage of
recycled steel materials, reduced jobsite waste, and factory
assembly. Steel is the most recycled material in the world: steel
contains a minimum of 25 per cent of post-consumer recycled
material and is 100 per cent recyclable at the end of its lifecycle.
Vertex BD can do its part to minimize the environmental
effect of the building process as it makes it possible to minimize
material waste during the building process. n

LEED credits
- LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental
Design) is a rating system for the design,
construction and operation of green buildings,
homes and neighborhoods.
- LEED system was developed by US Green
Building Council (USGBC). It is intented to
provide building owners and operators a
framework for, among other things, identifying
and maintaining green design and construction
solutions.
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Aarikka jumped
from 2D drawing straight
to 3D modeling
Aarikka has manufactured jewelry and small home decoration items for almost 60 years.
Aarikka is an interesting combination of a small, traditional family business, an international
brand, a top secret know-how and a wide, but well-managed supplier network.
Aarikka’s design took a giant technological leap forward to 3D couple of years ago
when the company started to
use Vertex G4 design software.
Aarikka’s Art Director, Pauliina Aarikka
explains, that Aarikka presents a new
collection twice a year. A new collection
includes always 20 per cent new products,
and some of the old products are
reintroduced in new colors. In addition, the
jewelry collection includes two seasonal
collections: summer and festive.
Aarikka is an internationally well-known
brand. The distinctive style is appreciated especially in Japan, Scandinavia and
Germany. “We have a delightful number
of products that have remained popular
for a long time. Some of the discontinued
products are sometimes updated and relaunched as they become current again,”
says Pauliina Aarikka.
Aarikka’s products are mainly designed
by three in-house designers, although a
number of famous and prestigious Finnish
designers have contributed to Aarikka’s
collections during the years. The company
is constantly looking for new ideas and
has collaborated successfully with, for
instance, design students.
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Aarikka
in short
- established in 1954 by Kaija Aarikka
- main products: wooden jewelry, small homedecoration products
- employs directly 25 persons
- important part of the business is a wide
Vertex G4 gives design its freedom
supplier network, which is responsible for
Vertex G4 design software was launched at Aarikka in 2009. Produccomponent manufacturing and assembly.
tion manager Jukka Ylitalo came to know Vertex G4 during his studies
Design and finishing requiring special
and was pleased with its features. “You could say that Vertex launched
expertise, is made by Aarikka.
a new era at Aarikka. Our design took a leap from manual sketching to
3D modeling at one go. The change was immense,” explains Ylitalo.
According to Ylitalo, a design software is more efficient and less
error-prone than manual 2D drawing. “The design software has
decreased the need for prototypes as all the different versions need
not to be finalized in our prototype shop. All 3D models can in addition be saved and further developed later on. This would not be the
case with thousands of different prototypes,” Ylitalo points out.
Aarikka’s design software database includes already over a thousand standardized components which can be used as a basis for new
sketches. The final model gets its final edits in the model base.
Pauliina Aarikka and Jukka Ylitalo see 3D visualization as an important tool both in supplier and retail collaboration. 3D models give an
opportunity to discuss with suppliers and retails new products that
are coming to production already before protypes are available. “This
way we are able to receive valuable feedback and improve ideas in an
early phase of the production process. Currently, suppliers receive most drawings in 2D but cast models we supply in 3D. In future, the use of 3D models will
probably increase even more,” says Ylitalo. n
– The design software
has decreased the
need for prototypes
as all the different
versions need not to
be finalized in our
prototype shop.

Pauliina Aarikka and
Jukka Ylitalo.
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Lauri Rapala founded his business in the 1930’s and since
then, the colorful Rapala lures have become familiar to many
fishermen and fisherwomen around the world. The well-known
and acknowledged quality is a result of uninterrupted and
consistent product development, fine-tuned production chain,
VERTEX GLOBAL VISION

| FINLAND

and keeping up with the changing world.

Rapala swims in
international waters
Rapala’s technical manager Sakari Nieminen has 30-years
of experience in the fishing lure business. He says that
the market constantly requires new products for different
purposes: different depths of water, different types of fish,
and different finishes on the lures. “With existing design and
modeling software we are able to issue 10 to 15 new bodies
to production every year. Before, when prototypes were
manufactured manually, we were able to show less than five
new products every year.”
Developing new production methods has created an even
faster product development cycle. “At best in our plastic
product line-up, we are able to present an injection molded
prototype the next day the design was finished,” explains
Nieminen.
Rapala designs own production equipment
and machinery
A major part of the equipment required for lure manufacturing
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is designed and manufactured in-house. Lures are such special
products, both in shape and function, that their assembly and
measurement requires specialized equipment. Rapala uses
Vertex G4 software to design this special machinery.
For an efficient design work it is essential that 2D images
can easily be imported to the 3D software and be used as a
base for a new design. “When blueprints of old machines can
easily be imported to 3D, the design can continue smoothly
based on existing material. The time required for designing
new products has shortened substantially,” says equipment
designer Juhani Nurmi.
Rapala’s equipment designer team is always using the
latest version of the Vertex G4 mechanical engineering software because they want to take advantage of software’s full
potential. “We participate regularly in Vertex user days where
a lot of useful information is shared on how others use G4
and how we can use it more efficiently,” director Juha Siltala
says. Siltala is the head of Rapala’s factory in Pärnu, Estonia.

In addition, Vertex provides rapid solutions in problem situations, confirm both Veijalainen and Nurmi.

Rapala’s equipment designer team,
Juhani Nurmi, Sakari Nieminen and Sami Veijalainen.

PDM is also a tool for maintenance
Rapala’s G4 has been completed with PDM (product data
management) application. PDM shows all design and technical
departments’ work phases, work line-up of the metal department
and technical department’s purchase orders. Data integration
brings several practical advantages to product development and
manufacturing. PDM is also praised for being browser-based.
“One of the most important advantages is of course the reduced
amount of repetitive work in the design work, and decreased
number of mistakes,” sums Nurmi up.
Rapala has a tailored maintenance application inside its
Vertex PDM. The machine catalogue includes all production
machinery and equipment including all assembly details, images,
price information and maintenance log. “Keeping up with everything is a big challenge,” confirms Sakari Nieminen.
Machinery design requires versatile information regarding
wood processing, plastics, zinc casting, injection painting, fourcolour-printing and vacuum metallizing. “We receive direct feedback regarding our plans and designs, as we all sit under the
same roof,” confirm the machinery design team at Rapala. n
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Jonckheere Wood

moving forward with Vertex
Jonckheere Wood started
in 1958 as a trader in
timber in the heart of
growth in prefabricated wood products,
Brussels, Belgium. After
the Belgian Jonckheere Wood is adding
many years of expansion
and growth, the company
Vertex BD to its toolbox.
moved to a new location
where it gained a good
geographical position to service Brussels and the surrounding areas.
In the end of the 1990’s the company reinvented itself and decided to make business by adding value to their timber products by manufacturing prefabricated parts
for the building industry.
Jonckheere Woods continues on this path still today providing full-service
building projects from planning to erection. According to Daniel Konrad from
Jonckheere Wood, the company’s value proposition consists of two important

After couple of decades of steady
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pillars: careful planning and preparation of each project,
and realization either by building it, or by sub-contracting
the project.
Since the company decided to change the business agenda,
Jonckheere Wood acquired a company in Mons/Bergen to
increase its market share. Today, Jonckheere Wood is the
market leader in Belgium of prefabricated wooden roof
panels.
A wider selection of products
After gaining success in prefabricated wooden roof frames,
Jonckheere Wood broadened its selection to wooden walls,
floors and ceilings. With this, the company was able to start
the process of automating its production process.
“We have been developing and producing private houses,
daycare centers and schools. We have also renovated existing
concrete buildings, transforming office blocks into residential
areas and adding one or two floors on existing buildings,” lists
Daniel Konrad
As the projects have become larger and more complex,
the need for a good software solution had to be solved.
“We needed a software, that makes design, development and
production of our structures easier, accurate, more efficient

and constantly optimizable,” explains Wim Van Den Bosch from
Jonckheere Wood.
More complex products demand a good software
After careful consideration, Jonckheer Wood chose Vertex BD
software and CAD Serviceburo as the provider of its new software
solution. The new software solution entailed big changes in
Jonckheere’s production process. After the Vertex software had
been incorporated in the process, it started to show its strong
qualities in terms of time-saving and efficiency.
“Vertex BD is a highly flexible CAD software platform for home
builders. It can easily adapt to your specific way of building
making the design process more efficient and flexible. We believe
that we are on the right track in keeping up with the speed of
using more and more of the Vertex features that are available,”
Konrad says. Jonckheere Woods is able to move all of its design
work to Vertex in the beginning of 2012. n
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Macring Group

tailors its deliveries
to meet customers’ needs
A strong operator on the international markets, Macring Group manufactures profiling and cutting lines and
rain water systems. In addition to hardware, Macring’s machines include intelligent software supplied to
Macring by Vertex. To guarantee high quality solutions, machines and production lines for all special needs,
deliveries are tailored in accordance with customers’ needs.

Macring structural panel line.
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Modern Building Technologies
finds a flexible alternative
from Macring

Macring Group was established at the beginning of 2010
when Macring Oy joined forces with Macring Tools Oy and
Finprofile Ltd from Ukraine became a part of the group
through acquisition. The company employs nearly 130 steel
sheet professionals.
Macring’s plants in Piikkiö and Ukraine manufacture
steel sheet lines, cutting lines and manufacturing lines for
rain water systems.
“The extent of our deliveries varies in keeping with
our customers’ needs, and each year, we have a couple of
extensive deliveries,” reports Heikki Kärpijoki, Chairman
of the Board and Director, Rollforming Business. “Furthermore, we have developed our product range so that we can
also offer different extension lines to our customers. For
example, in addition to structural panel lines, we can provide our customers with machines for the manufacture of
roof panels and rain water systems.”
Vertex integrates the process
from design to production
As part of Macring’s structural panel line, customers are
provided with Vertex BD 3D software that they can use for
the architectural and structural planning of their range of
houses. Based on the house model, Vertex BD software produces the manufacturing details for the steel profiles which
are then transferred directly to Macring’s production line
for manufacture. In addition, Vertex 3D building design provides all wall-specific panel drawings, including parts lists,
for the assembly of panels and construction of the house.
In other words, together with Vertex, Macring is able to
offer its customers a comprehensive solution with which a
construction process can be implemented smoothly from
architectural design into a finished house. Since paper
design drawings are no longer necessary when working
with profiles, human errors are decreased when manufacturing details are produced automatically onto the line.
Steel construction is particularly popular abroad
Approximately 90 per cent of Macring’s production is
exported and the company has a strong foothold on the
international market. Key export destinations include
Russia, Scandinavia and Eastern Europe.
“Wood is still a popular construction material in Finland
but in countries where good-quality wood is not available,
steel construction is strong. Steel profiles are precise in
their measurements, they will not burn or become moldy.
In addition, steel construction has its advantages when
building in earthquake areas,” explains Kärpijoki. n

Established in 2004 and operating in Krasnoyarsk, Siberia, Modern
Building Technologies (MBT) employs a staff of approximately 50.
The company has its own dry product factory that produces dry mix
and plaster products. In addition, MBT has a paint factory based on
German technology.
The company has most recently entered into the steel industry.
“When we were searching for a suitable manufacturing line
forstructural steel panels, we found that basic lines were up against
so-called smart lines. Macring caught our attention at an exhibition
where we were able to become acquainted with a ready CU
production line,” explains Vladimir Shubin, Factory Director.
“Macring’s option was attractive because of its flexibility. The
widths and heights of profiles can be adjusted and pipings and
lines can be integrated in the structures. In addition, short setting
adjustment times and the line’s expandability were notable
advantages. Moreover, combined with design software, the line
represents the future. In short, this is a functioning entity,” says
Juri Galkin, Manufacturing Line Operator.
Introduction to Vertex via the production line
Alongside the CU production line that utilizes Rosette technology,
MBT will be using versatile Vertex which was introduced to
the company during the planning phase of the production line.
In addition to a Vertex license, the production line package includes
a five-day training session on architectural design and structural
planning.
“The extent of the training was quite challenging for us, because
Vertex BD includes basically all the tools for architectural and
structural design. Practical experience will surely teach us more.
And luckily, the Vertex package includes technical support for a
year,” states Anatoly Bykov, Head Designer, who is currently the
only one using Vertex at MBT. The company plans to either employ
new talent or train current staff members to use Vertex in the
future.
Aiming for market leadership
According to estimates, MBT’s new CU production line will be
operational in April. The line has also added to MBT’s ambitious
goals: the company is now seeking the position of market leader in
steel construction in the Krasnoyarsk area.
“The construction industry is very competitive in Siberia. We
believe the new line will decrease production costs and thereby
improve our competitive position. The crisis in Europe is not
particularly visible in Siberia and there seem to be construction
projects open for competition,” Shubin explains.
Conditions in Siberia set challenges for construction. In
Krasnoyarsk, for example, thermal insulation in buildings must
be designed to function at an average temperature of -40–50 °
C.
In addition, during an ordinary winter, buildings are estimated to
accumulate a snow load of 180–250kg/m². n
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G4Plant enhances

individual and collaborative plant
and pipeline design
After excellent experiences in the Northern European market,
Vertex is now bringing the endlessly customizable and flexible
G4Plant software also to users outside the Nordic region.

G4Plant

Vertex G4Plant is a parametric, feature-based
design software suite. It belongs to the Vertex
G4 Mechanical Engineering design software
family, which has succeeded in the market for
several years.
The G4Plant software suite covers all areas
of the design process. The programs contain
all the tools and component libraries necessary
for successful design. In addition, it comes with
plenty of functionalities created to make the
design process smooth and effective – both on
the individual and collaborative level.
Individual design is enhanced through the
customizability of the G4Plant Windows user
interface, compatibility with other programs
and data formats, and hassle-free visualization
and documentation of the models. The
collaborative design process gets an extra kick
from the Vertex Workgroup Software, which
G4Plant works together with. It means that

design work can be divided between different
offices to ensure smooth collaboration on big
projects.
The foundation of G4Plant is
geometry management
At G4Plant’s foundation lies geometry
management based on the G4 structure with
the help of features, constraints between parts
or assemblies, and the constraint solver. The
main types of models created with the Vertex
G4Plant software are part and assembly models.
An assembly model comprises individual parts,
between which you can define geometric
constraints. Part modelling is based on usercreated sketches or ready-made library sketches.
With the help of constraints between parts
and assemblies, parts are connected to each
other according to the specified conditions
and allow the user to move the parts with the

Special Plant Design Functions
•
•
•
•

Piping Design and Isometrics			
Insulation					
Process Instrumentation Diagram Connection
Collision Detection

• Supports
• Profile Structure Design
• Cable Shelve

Documentation generated from models
• PDF documents from 2D and 3D visualizations
• Mass centre and mass calculations

• Parts lists in Excel format

Compatibility with Other Systems
• The Vertex G4Plant software supports the saving of models and drawings in several different formats.
• 3D formats include SAT, 3DS, VRML, STL, STEP, IGES, and CATIA.
The last three of these are either optional or additional options.
• 2D and other formats include HTML, PDF, DXF, DWG, JPG and TIFF.
Additional Options
• Visualization (Lightworks), FEM analysis, Vertex Workgroup Software, Vertex PDM.
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mouse within the limits allowed by the specified
conditions. Modelling is illustrative, thanks to a
feature tree displaying the model structure and
work stages.
A smooth design process
with library and automation
The “raw material” for the design process –
components, ready-made profiles, etc. – is always
easily available with G4Plant in the form of a
comprehensive library of parametric components
and features. Self-modeled dimension-controlled
equipment models can be saved in the library for
later use. The software also supports the use of
model libraries available directly from equipment
manufacturers in various file formats.
With G4Plant, it’s also possible to create a
design automation system of the object of the
design. The main dimensions are entered into
the system for it to generate a finished model.
The software is highly compatible with different
data sources: the user interface for data entry
can be implemented with an Excel worksheet or
some other external user interface.

Hassle-free visualization
and documentation
G4Plant allows
dimensioned, associative
work drawings and section
visualizations to be generated
from models with no additional visualizations
software. This way, it’s easy to preview the
design work for a customer in 2D or 3D
formats or various other documents – and to
generate PDF files from them.
Workgroup Software
for smart collaboration
Usability is a key component in the development of the G4Plant and all of Vertex’s design
software. In addition to improving the individual design process, Vertex aims to enhance collective design processes by creating tools for
shared design. The Vertex Workgroup Software
makes it possible to divide work between different offices, and the G4Plant also works in the
environment.
In Workgroup Software, project participants
have all project-related documents available in
real time. Model and drawings archives as well
as items and product structures are shared
between the workgroup. In addition, the component, feature, profile and symbol libraries
are available to everyone. n

provides highly efficient software
products for technical design and
data management, as well as expert
services.
Vertex software boosts customer’s
business by improving the capacity of
designing, sales and production.
Vertex Systems was founded in 1977
and it has exported over 8000 software
licencies to 35 countries.
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www.vertex.fi

Streamline your house project
Sales – Design – Production – Assembly

Vertex Systems is a global supplier of industry-specific CAD/PDM software solutions.
Vertex software solutions create added value to customers’ business by
streamlining the processes in sales, design, production and assembly.

